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Features 

High Motion Tolerance. 

ip52 usb warranty 5 

years 

The FR80 Sal mon can capture EAN codes moving at 3.5 meters per 

second. This is especial ly signińcant for the experienced u ser at a 

static point of sale (POS), for quickly processing baskets of goods and 

reducing check-out queuing. 

Large Sean Window. 

lts large scan window & small DOF help capture barcodes even when 

goods are bigger, or the product is being presented very close to the 

scan window. Another beneńt for fast-paced checkouts is that less 

experienced users don't need to be precise when lining up codes for 

a successful read. 

Comfortable Experience. 

The FR80 Salmon's short & long-range illumination and anti-glare 

are designed for customer-facingapplications, such as retail self

service and POS scanning. This prevents user being dazzled by sharp 

illumination and reflections. Additionally, the FR80 Salman performs 

well when scanning off phone-screens. 

Superior Scanning Performance. 

Packing Newland's top megapixel technology, the FR80 Sal mon 

delivers stunning performance when decoding poor-quality and 

damaged barcodes, as well as higher density 2D barcodes found on 

alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceutical products. 

Double reading prevention. 

The FR80 Sal mon uses active sensors that know the difference 

between a code that's being presented to be read from one that is 

not. lt knows the difference between a deliberate swipe of a code 

compared to a code being static for longer than the natural decode 

time out session. This helps prevent accidental misreads of the same 

barcode twice. 

Adding more scanners. 

The FR80 Sal mon has an RJ connection available, designed to add 

another scanner. This is particularly useful for capturing codes on 

bulkier items, especially those not practical for static/conveyor POS 

or same self-service applications. A customer-facing POS could 

beneńt from a dedicated scanner for loyalty cod es, e-vouchers or 

scan to pay barcodes. 

Setting the tone. 

The FR80 Salman gives the user a choice of audi ble feedback tones 

and volumes with 2 user accessible buttons. The buttons can be 

deactivated as part of a eustom config via the user manuał or EasySet 

conńguration software. 

Application Scenarios 
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